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Abstract The rapid growth of new technologies resulted in a
new city model, known as the famous ‘‘Smart City’’. The main
aim in this paper is to create a paradigm for building an energy
efficient smart city. Wireless local area network (WLAN)
controller that will be used by the city will be constructed in
such a manner that when there will be no request from any node
to the access point (AP), the AP will be send from active mode
to sleep mode. In Qualnet7.2, with the help of three types of
energy model generic, mica z and mica motes the energy
consumption in three modes transmit, receive and sleep mode is
analysed, where it is seen that energy consumption in sleep
mode is much less than in any other modes. In this paper, we
propose an algorithm where it is shown that the energy consumption in sleep mode is less than in any other modes.

1 Introduction
Smart city was developed with the rapid growth of new
technologies and innovation processes. To provide them
with the best possible facilities IBM brought up the concept
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of ‘‘Smart City’’ in 2008 which will be able to analyse,
sense and integrate the core information regarding the
fundamental system in the cities. Cities are noted as the
‘‘engine of economic growth’’ which ensures that the cities
function as efficient engines in building the economy of the
country (Caragliu et al. 2011). A smart city uses modern
technologies and methods to build them further competitive, modern, functional and liable. Thus, a smart city
connects the social infrastructure, economic infrastructure,
institutional infrastructure and physical infrastructure to
grasp the collective smartness of the city. The smart cities
apply digital technology which will improve the performance of living, minimize cost and resource consumption
to attract citizens more efficiently and effectively. Competitiveness, sustainability and capital are the fundamental
feature of a smart city. The core idea behind smart city is to
collaborate and integrate the information from the urban
areas and utilize ICT which include cloud computing,
things of Internet and so on. The main characteristics of
smart city are scalability, interoperability, limited power
consumption, fast deployment, multi-modal access,
robustness (Cimmino et al. 2014). A smart city can be
viewed as a geographical space which is able to handle
resources such as human, building, natural, infrastructure
etc. and provide a harmless environment. With the development of Smart city people can improve their:
•

•

•

Quality of life which includes quality education, safety
and security, scopes for participation in governance,
ease of seeking public services.
Competitiveness which refers to a cities ability to create
opportunities for unemployment people, attract more
people towards investments and business policies.
Sustainability involves the environmental sustainability, social sustainability and financial sustainability.
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Fig. 1 Smart city scenario
providing the informatics detail
in the various layers

Smart city people take advantage of cloud computing,
applications of Internet of Things, mobile broadband network etc. The key element of smart city is the wireless
infrastructure. For constructing the smart city infrastructure, hard-wired broadband is required (Al-Hader et al.
2009) . A smart city supply Internet-based governments
which offer services to all employees, business, school or
colleges and citizens. From Fig. 1 it can be visualized that a
smart city comprises of various fields such as smart home,
smart hospital, smart retail, smart building and many more.
Since the whole scenario of smart city is based on wireless
infrastructure a lot of energy is consumed in each layer i.e.,
perception layer, network layer, application layer (Gilbert
et al. 2012; Ray and De 2012). The main motivation
behind constructing a smart city should highly rely on
saving energy.
1.1 Related works
As the worldwide inhabitants are increasing at a
stable speed, countless people are migrated to metropolis
each distinct day. Specialist foretell that world’s civic
population will escalate by 2050. Smart city services can
be made accessible through wireless infrastructure such as
WLAN since the wireless communication act as a powerful
tool for boosting productivity and encouraging information
sharing. In a smart city growth pyramid has been presented
and visualized (Al-Hader et al. 2009). The base of the
pyramid for constructing the smart city is the infrastructure
preparation stage where the main aim is to make the daily
necessities such as electric, water, gas, fire systems,
telecommunication and communication network smart.
The second stage for constructing the smart city pyramid is
to build up the proper database that reflects the arrangement of the connections, data integrity and consistency.
The third stage is to structure the building management
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system (BMS) where the main concentration is to reduce
the running cost of the city. The fourth stage is to build a
smart interface.
Smart city uses information and communication system
(ICT) to improved quality of live, service, economic condition of present and future generation of urban population
area (Mitton et al. 2012). Two more new technology
Internet of Things (IoT) and Big Data (BD) analysis are
introduce smartly connecting the sensor, access point,
WLAN and many wireless devices (Moreno et al. 2017;
Brundu et al. 2017; Mohanty et al. 2016). This wireless
device is majorly contributed to building a smart city more
efficient and sensitive. Mainly BD is smartly analysis the
data which are generated form smart city. There are large
number of wireless device like smart phone, laptop, tablet,
low power consuming sensor are connecting each others. A
large amount of data is generated. A management system is
needed to extract the important information from this large
amount of data. In this regards many artificial intelligence
(AI) are introduce to efficiently extract importance information from the large amount of data (Srivastava et al.
2017). IoT and cloud computing play a key role to connect
the people in smart city through Internet (Ejaz et al. 2017).
A new technology Cloud of Things (CoT) is introduce
combining this IoT and cloud computing (Petrolo et al.
2017). This new technology easily connecting heterogeneous network through Internet.
By properly integrating and combining all these stages,
smart city architecture has been built. In the relationship of
smart city and digital city is shown and there the edifice of
smart city is separated hooked on three levels public
infrastructure, public platform for smart city and the construction of application systems (Su et al. 2011). Among
the three-levels, the building of application systems is
mostly vital, and has gained huge concern worldwide. A
brief study on construction of smart city, smart home,
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smart tourism, and smart public service has been given.
The difficulty in constructing the smart city has also been
analysed here. Smart City is mainly founded on the idea of
wireless infrastructure. In this paper we have tried to make
a smart city based on the wireless infrastructure WLAN.
1.2 Motivation of proposed works
For the first time we propose an innovative green smart city
which is solely motivated by the various applications of
smart cities which involves smart management method,
smart construction modes, smart development approaches,
smart planning ideas and many more. The motivations
behind the present work are:
•

•
•

It is necessary to trim down energy consumption
because a large number of people are using Internet
which consumes high energy and the high density
WLANs consumes an enormous amount of energy
which is a serious concern today.
It is required to be paid a sustainable future to the
human beings with satisfies functional capacity.
To bring together various key fields of performance
such as environment, economy, citizenship, quality of
life, mobility, management etc.

1.3 Architecture of a smart city
Smart cities are built around the concept of digital cities
where the main focus is on connectivity. Thus the fundamental component for building a framework of a smart city
is the wireless infrastructure. A ubiquitous connectivity is
the main focus for the smart cities to prevail, which will
bring a contribution in providing various Internet-based

services. The architecture of a smart city should be built
around the concept of providing a balanced sustainable
environment where the people can access the services in
AAA manner i.e., any-time, anywhere and through Any
device (Cimmino et al. 2014). The services which are
provided by smart cities can be accessed through various
wireless devices and are empowered by service oriented
architecture. Figure 2 shows a model on the architecture of
smart city. More than one node is present in each area of
smart home, smart transportation, smart hospital and smart
public services. The various nodes are attached through
switch. The nodes are connected to WLAN controller via
access point (AP) or through external device such as RJ 45
cable. WLAN through router will be connected to the
regional network. Raw data from the area will be stored in
application server or web server. To provide security
firewall is connected in between the router and the
controller.
Some of the components of smart city are described
below
Smart home A smart home provides security, comfort,
convenience and energy efficiency to the owner of the
home at all times, regardless of whether anyone is in home
or not. For example a smart home may be able to control
temperature, lighting, security, multi-media, window and
door operations, as well as many other function. To make a
home smart the below three objects are needed.
•
•
•

All equipments are connected through wireless
medium.
All equipments are controlled in an automatic manner.
The system is secure through the use of firewall.

Smart hospital The idea of smart hospital will focus on
increasing the efficiency of clinical processes and

Fig. 2 Architecture for energy
efficient smart city
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knowledge management. Internet of Things can facilitate
hospitals to attain the smart medical treatment and support
the intelligent organization of medical equipments. The
smart hospital is designed in order to accomplish the
optimal usage of technologies such as medical, consumer
and information, precautions and medical quality, Productivity, Service quality. Smart hospital provides a number of advantages:

resources such APs, switches and routers occurs, the motes
are in one of the three modes: transmit, receive and sleep
(Varaprasad 2011). The following specific contributions
have been made in this paper:

•

•

•
•
•

It provides an advantageous plan for the improved
learning and education imitation among the health care
professionals.
It ensures the high level of capability, assurance and
vital thoughts.
It helps to control the composite and change of the
health care system.
It helps to incorporate the improved arrangement of
ICT products, technologies and services.

Smart transportation Smart transportation infrastructure
aims to optimize the routes which take place within a city,
reduce carbon emissions and save energy. Smart Transportation uses modified technologies of electronics where
transportation, road and rail network, road connections,
traffic conditions, interactions and various communications
are improved to provide safety, security and protection to
the people living in the city. Thus the main objective
behind smart transportation includes the following:
•
•
•
•
•

To
To
To
To
To

advance traffic security.
boost the power efficiency.
enhance transportation efficiency.
reduce traffic congestion.
trim down air pollution.

Smart public services As worldwide competition is gradually
increasing to serve metropolis, governance has increasingly
put effort to guarantee an improved attribute. Cities and their
populace require and anticipate efficient public services. Thus
the public services necessitate to turn out to be smarter more
resourceful, pioneering and accessible to all. Smart public
services will act as the basic platform for providing services
such as municipal comprehensive arrangement, urgent situation reply, population management, and roll the management
to provide an one-stop service process.

2 Contribution
The main aim of this paper is to reduce the energy consumption in WLAN. Firstly in this paper the smart city
scenario based on WLAN, has been built in Qualnet7.2.
There are three types of energy models in Qualnet7.2:
generic, mica z and mica motes (Jolly et al. 2012). When
the communication between the nodes and WLAN
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•

A comparative graph has been examined in Qualnet7.2 for
three modes: transmit, receive , sleep and it is found that
energy consumption in sleep mode is minimum for all the
three energy models i.e., generic, mica z and mica motes.
An algorithm is proposed which has three parts:
1.

2.

3.

In the first part deployment of AP is done. The
main idea behind deployment of APs is to find
those APs which are in close propinquity to each
other so that the APs can be grouped in a cluster.
In the second part demand is predicted. The main
concern towards estimating demand is to effectively manage the resources of WLAN in order to
save power consumption while it must be kept in
mind that end-user performance does not degrade.
In the third part smart scheduling is calculated. Smart
scheduling is applied in the AP to check whether any
request is coming from any other node or not. If any
pending request is not there, the AP will go to sleep
mode. This mode consumes less amount of energy.

2.1 Power consumption method using Qualnet7.2
Figure 3 shows a smart city scenario designed in Qualnet7.2
network simulator. There are three APs placed on the buildings. Each of the APs forms a wireless subnet. Each wireless
subnet has several devices connected to it. A Dynamic Host
Configuration Protocol (DHCP) server is connected to the
three APs. The APs are configured as relay agents that relay
client and server packets. This is because in IEEE 802.11
(Crow et al. 1997) and 802.16 (Eklund et al. 2002) networks
the APs and base stations are assigned as relay agents or
DHCP server so that the clients can communicate with the
DHCP server. The devices are configured as DHCP clients. In
our scenario node 6 acts as DHCP server and nodes 7, 8 and 9
are APs configured as DHCP relay agents. A WLAN controller functions with Lightweight Access Point Protocol
(LWAPP) that helps in controllin g a large number of APs,
supervised by the network administrator. Using it the APs can
be configured automatically. This wireless LAN (Cali et al.
1998) network scenario can be integrated with a WLAN
controller. DHCP is used to assign IP addresses to interfaces
and devices connected to a network. A DHCP server maintains a list of IP addresses and information like default
gateway, domain name etc. and assigns the same in
acknowledgement of a request from a client.
When sending packet, the sender needs both the IP and
the physical address. The sender or the router broadcasts
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Fig. 3 Scenario of Smart City
during simulation in Qualnet 7.1
network simulator

Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) query packet over the
network. The query packet comprises of the logical and
physical address of the sender and the IP address of the
receiver. Every device in the network receives the query
packet but only the device with the matching IP address
sends an ARP response packet containing its IP and
physical address. This time the message is unicast to the
sender (Forouzan 2006).
Logical link control (LLC) sub layer and medium access
control (MAC) sub layer handle framing but the LLC sub
layer is responsible for error and flow control. These services
are provided for the upper-layer protocols. For this simulation we have enabled LLC in the MAC layer properties.
A DHCP relay agent directs the network traffic to the closest
DHCP server. It relays packets between the DHCP server and
the client. A number of messages are interchanged among the
DHCP server, relay agent and client. A brief overview of the
method applied in Qualnet7.2 is given as follows:
1.

2.

3.
4.

In the architecture of Qualnet7.2 it is assumed that a
WLAN controller functions as a DHCP server and
assigns IP addresses to the devices connecting to the
network.
The APs act as DHCP relay agents, relaying messages
with is the DHCP server and the DHCP clients, i.e., the
devices.
The APs are connected with the WLAN controller in a
point-to-point manner.
In the Fig. 3 there are three APs which form three
wireless subnets. Presence of mobile devices in the

Table 1 Parameters table for constraint
Parameters

Values

Network simulator

Qualnet 7.2

Scenario area

1000 m  1000 m

Mobile device

15

AP

3

WLAN controller
MAC protocol

1
802.11

Mobility

None

Simulation time

3200 s

CBR application

3

Energy model

Mica z, mica motes, generic

Number of packet send

100

Packet size

512 byte

Interval

20 s

End time

1000 s

Routing protocol

AODV

DHCP server first ip

192.168.1.10

DHCP server last ip

192.168.1.200

Default gateway

192.168.1.4

figure shows that they are trying to access APs’ services.
From the figure, it can be shown that a CBR link is
established between 1 and 2, 13 and 2 and 17 and 4.
Table 1 shows scenario parameters for energy based
performance analysis in Qualnet.
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Fig. 4 Consider 5 APs 1–5
which are placed within close
proximity. AP 1 s coverage is
extended to provide entire
coverage of APs’ 1–5 within a
region

2.2 Power consumption method using green
algorithm
It is observed that due to hundreds and thousands of APs
deployed around the world, power consumption cannot be
achieved as a lot of WLAN resources remain idle and are
wasted. In this paper, at first we have seen through Qualnet
simulator that a large number of resources are misused in
idle situation; as a result enormous amount of energy is
consumed in this idle condition. In this paper an algorithm
is proposed where the WLAN resources such as AP,
switch, router etc. are used in an energy efficient way
which will lead the city to become green by saving an
enormous amount of energy. The algorithm describes a
three step process: firstly while making the set-up for the
WLAN controller; the APs are arranged in such a manner
that the APs which are close to each other form cluster
(Jardosh et al. 2007), secondly users demand on a particular packet is noted and according to that WLAN controller
is in active or sleep mode based on a time schedule (Jardosh et al. 2009; Audzevich et al. 2016; Liu et al. 2014),
thirdly the scheduling time for the APs are calculated in
order to make the decision about whether to permit the AP
to send to sleep mode or not (He and Yuan 2009; He et al.
2010). Detailed descriptions of the three steps are as
follows:
2.2.1 Deployment of APs
The main idea behind deployment of APs is to find those
APs which are in close proximity are grouped in a cluster.
The word clustering refers to classification of a group of
objects in such a manner that objects in the same group
belongs to a cluster are analogous to each other than those
in other groups’ clusters. Here clustering will be done in a
modified manner. In addition, the broadcast power of a
particular AP’s radio can be amplified to supply extensive
coverage. Figure 4 shows how the APs within close
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proximity are grouped to cluster. Here five APs are taken as
an example. AP 1 provides the entire coverage area from
APs to 1–5. To such an extent, users surrounded by the
latest cluster coverage area will be capable to continue the
equivalent lofty data-rates, apart from considering to which
AP in the cluster they are coupled. The clustering involves
grouping of APs into clusters and electing cluster heads
from the clusters. A single cluster head AP is selected by
deploying the APs into clusters. Cluster heads gather the
data from individual clusters node and advance the
aggregated data to base station. When all clients are in the
same cluster location, the performance of the client is not
affected. As long as the clients will be in the same cluster,
they will be capable to correspond with the cluster-head
AP. By default the cluster head APs from every cluster
remain active all the time. The dispose power of the cluster
head AP is enlarged to retain the same coverage as supplied
by a constantly on WLAN. As a result, the end user performance will be maintained. The steps that are needed to
be followed for deploying the APs are:
1. At first, we determine whether the APs belong to same
WLAN or not. If yes, the APs are considered to be in
the same cluster.
2. A virtual interface is used by WLAN to monitor the
beacon message (a beacon is an purposely prominent
device planned to draw attention to a specific location).
Each AP sends the beacon message after a regular time
interval of 100 ms.
3. Each APi registers the number and signal strength of
the message accepted from all APs.
4. Let,cði;jÞ denote the median number of beacon messages that are sent between APi to every other APj (per
second) and let, dði;jÞ denote the median signal strength
of the beacon messages. Two APs i and j will be close
if they satisfy the following condition:
and
cðj;iÞ  PREthreshold
cði;jÞ  PREthreshold
dði;jÞ  Sigthreshold and dði;jÞ  Sigthreshold

and
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where PREthreshold pre-set thresholds and Sigthreshold
means median signal strength respectively. The selection of
threshold value should be in such a manner that it considers
both the power conservation and user performance. Low
threshold value indicates smaller cluster size, small power
savings but enhanced user performance whereas; high
threshold value indicates larger cluster size, more power
savings but user performance will degrade.
2.2.2 Demand estimation
WLAN resources should be made available only when the
users want them. When users are absent, APs, switches, and
controllers should be in sleep mode. When user demand
increases, WLAN resources will be in active or sleep mode
based on the amount and position of user and user demand.
WLAN resources which are inactive or in sleep mode, consume less energy. The main concern towards estimating user
demand is to effectively manage the resources of WLAN in
order to save power consumption while it must be kept in
mind that end-user performance does not degrade. Thus by
estimating demand of the user, reduction in energy wastage
can be brought forward without affecting coverage and enduser performance. By estimating demand WLAN resources
can be put in active or sleep mode at any given time. For
estimating demand, the number of user are estimated based
on some specific parameters, then information from AP is
collected at regular intervals and then the most appropriate
set of APs, routers and switches are computed that will
gratify the approximate user demand. Therefore, this strategy can be best used on smart city because the user demand
varies considerably over time or is likely to fluctuate on every
day basis.
2.2.3 Smart scheduling
In this section, a scheduling algorithm is described. By
using this algorithm the smart city approach will be more
effective. In this paper, our main attempt is to send the AP
from normal mode to the sleep mode.In the sleep mode
consume less amount of energy. If APs consume less
amount of power, then the energy of the WLAN is saved.
APs go to the sleep mode when there are no uplink or
downlink requests coming from any node or controller. If
we switch the APs into the sleep mode from normal mode,
at that time if any request comes from any node, those
packets will not get missed and will reside in APs buffer.
We call this mode as sleep sensing mode where the APs
can sense everything coming from nodes or WLAN controller but at that moment no uploading and downloading
will occur. When nodes send any request to the AP, then
the AP turns into the normal mode and serves the request.

In the sleep mode the AP frequently checks whether any
requests come from any node or not. If there is any request
coming from any node then the AP may modify the mode
from sleep to active mode and serve the request. Suppose a
node requests some packets to AP named A1 . The node
receives P downlink packets from AP. After getting the
required packet from AP, the nodes download and decode the
packets. Each packet has delay tolerance, DEn . If the delay
amount is more than DEn then the packet will get lost.
Suppose Tn;de be the time required to decode and download
the packets at the node. If we consider the node requires
minimum time Tn;de;min , then if Tn;de;min \DEn then the node
can decode the packet easily otherwise the packet will be
lost. After serving a particular node, the AP checks whether
there is any other request pending from any other node. If
there is no pending request to serve, then the AP goes to sleep
mode forTa1 time. If AP goes to idle mode for minimum time
Ta1;min \Tn;de;min , then after Ta1;min AP switch to normal
mode and checks whether there is any request coming from
any node. waits for a pre-determined time Ta1;awk and also
check the buffered request from WLAN and node. A1 is in
active mode for time,Ta1;awk . When Ta1;awk [ Tn;de;min , A1
wait maximum time for the node to find whether the node has
finished downloading and decoding. If delay time is minimum than A1 wait time,Ta1;awk then the node sends request to
the AP and A1 remains in the active mode and serves request
for that particular node. The parameter description of the
algorithm is shown in Table 2.
The length of the sleep mode is more important if there
are any packet miss or drop. During the switching of AP

Table 2 Parameter definition table for smart scheduling
Parameters

Values

A1

AP

P

Downlink packets from AP

DEn
Tn;de

Packets delay tolerance
Downloading and decoding time
The packets at the node

Tn;de;min

Minimum downloading and decoding
Time the packets at the node

Ta1;awk

AP awake time

P1

Packet size

Pwd

Packet downloading rate

Ta1;sl

Sleep time for AP

Ta1;sl;max

Maximum sleep time for AP

DEbp

Delay for buffer packets

DEbp;min

Minimum delay for buffer packets

Ta1;sl;guard

Network delay

Par

Packet arrival rate

Ta1;dw

Time retrieving buffer packets
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from normal mode to sleep mode, many packets may come
from any node. The packets will be stored at the buffer of
AP A1 . At that time additional delay will be introduced for
buffer packets DEbp . A safe and reasonable strategy is that
buffer packets reach to node at maximum DEbp , before the
packet gets lost. The delay decreases with the time duration
of sleep mode. The maximum period of sleep time is,
Ta1;sl;max ¼ DEbp;max  ðp1 =Pdw Þ

ð1Þ

where P1 packet size and Pdw is downloading rate.
Here DEbp;max is the maximum delay tolerance of buffered packets. If DEbp;min is the delay tolerance for nonbuffered or normal packets, then maximum sleep mode
time for AP A1 is,

for energy consumption in transmit mode, receive mode
and sleep mode, it is seen that energy consumption in sleep
mode is lees for all the three energy models i.e., mica
motes, generic and mica z in Qualnet7.2 network simulator.

3.2 Performance analysis of smart city in green
algorithm
3.2.1 Deployment of AP

In a traditional way, Ta1;sl;max is sleep period rather than
eliminate Ta1;sl;max from sleep guard denote as Ta1;sl;gurd the
sleep is,

The closeness of the APs can be judged through a graph
known as interference by channel graph which is shown by
the virtual WLAN monitor in Figs. 6 and 7. If the channels
are not interfered by any other or the chance of overlapping
is very minute then there will be less power consumption.
Thus the same power can be used to make the clustering
procedure more effective through which APs can be
deployed and the area coverage can be increased.

Ta1;sl ¼ Ta1;sl;max  Ta1;sl;gurd

3.2.2 Demand estimation

Ta1;sl;max ¼ DEbp;min  ðp1 =Pdw Þ

ð2Þ

ð3Þ

Ta1;sl;gurd can be set according to the network delay(
Ta1;sl;gurd ¼ 100ms 10msÞ. Let Par is the packet arrival rate
over the sleep period Ta1;sl . When the AP switch to normal
mode it starts downloading buffer packets in first in first
out order. Ta1;dw is the time required for retrieving buffer
packets. Therefore we have the following relationship,
ðTa1;sl þ Ta1;dw ÞPar ¼ Ta1;sl Pdw

ð4Þ

3 Performance analysis
3.1 Performance analysis of smart city
in Qualnet7.2
In this section we have revealed the overall outcome of the
nodes in Table 3 and single graph by comparing the results
in Fig. 5 for the generic, mica-z and mica-motes energy
models in Qualnet7.2. The duration, scalability, reply time
all these parameters of wireless sensor network massively
rely on power. Power breakdown frequently occurs due to
breakage in network. To maintain the particular strength of
the nodes, power is necessary during sending data as well
as receiving the packets. On examining the consequences
Table 3 Energy consumed by
different energy model mica z,
mica motes and generic in
Qualnet7.2 in transmit mode,
receive mode and sleep mode
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User demand can be estimated through channel utilization
detected by a particular AP. The APs at regular intervals
forward the number of users and channel utilization value
of the user associated with that particular AP to the WLAN
controller. If the channel utilization is high, it can cause the
following symptoms:
•
•
•
•

Slow network performance.
Dropped network packets.
Network time-out or trouble connecting to network.
Missing service set identifier (SSID).

Figure 8 shows the channel utilization which can be seen
through virtual WLAN monitor. It shows how much traffic are
sensed by AP. Also shown on this window are the ‘‘client count
vs. received signal strength indicator (RSSI)’’ and ‘‘client count
vs. signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)’’. This information provides
insight as to the speed at which packets for the node can be sent
by understanding the data rate capabilities of the wireless
devices and what data rates might be in actual use during the
packet transfer because of RSSI and SNR. From the point of
view of the AP, the channel utilization statistics gives elevated
view of the prospect of a channel. It will be in proper form if the
channel utilization is low.

Three
Energy models

Transmit mode
AP 1–3

Receive mode
AP 1–3

Sleep mode
AP 1–3

Mica-z

9.56, 9.56, 9.56

1.36, 1.39, 1.58

0.015, 0.012, 0.035

Mica-motes

13.29, 13.29, 13.28

0.32, 0.33, 0.38

0.007, 0.006, 0.018

Generic

106.34, 106.34, 106.25

3.524, 3.578, 4.084

0.035, 0.027, 0.081
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Fig. 7 Interference by channel graph after grouping of APs

Non Wi-Fi channel utilization gives an idea about the utilization that is straight forwardly distinguishable to the
interference device being displayed. Wi-Fi adjacent off
channel interference (AOCI) is the interference from a Wi-Fi
device that is not on the reporting operating channel, but is
overlapping the channel space. Unclassified is the energy
that is not distinguishable definitively to Wi-Fi or non- Wi-Fi
sources. Fragments, collisions, things of this nature, frames
that are separated beyond recognition. Blue-tooth link, bluetooth discovery and digital enhanced cordless telecommunications (DECT) phones indicates how much each of the
sources have utilized the channel. Interference power displays the receive power of the interferer at that AP.
3.2.3 Performance analysis on smart scheduling in green
smart city
Fig. 5 Energy consumed in three model in smart city Qualnet7.2

Here, a logical pattern of energy efficient system performance is derived in Fig. 11.
In the normal mode AP receives request from node and
serves packets to the node. The AP then waits for other
requests. Denoted PT , PR , Pw as the power consumption in
transmit, receive, awake mode respectively, the energy
consumption without applying our algorithm is,
E0 ¼ PT ½P  T1  þ PR T2 þ PW Ta1;awk

ð5Þ

where, T1 is the packet sending time to the node, is the time
the AP waits for other request and receives request from
other node. Also T2  Tn;de;min . Ta1;awk is the waiting time
for AP, where the AP does not transmit or receive packets
at that time. Therefore, the energy consumption by applying our algorithm,
Fig. 6 Interference by channel graph before grouping of APs

The displayed charts in Figs. 9 and 10, include
•
•

Non Wi-Fi channel utilization.
Interference power.

E1 ¼ PT ½P  T1  þ PR T2 þ PW Ta1;awk  Pw Ta1;id

ð6Þ

Here sleep mode duration is for AP. The energy consumed
in proposed and existing approaches are calculated using
Eqs. (5) and (6) respectively and presented in Fig. 11 with
respect to time period in smart city scenario.
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Fig. 8 Demand estimation of
clients through channel
utilization

Fig. 9 Channel vs. utilization
for non Wi-Fi channel
utilization

Fig. 10 Channel vs. utilization
for interfernce power

3.2.4 Comparison of proposed energy efficient method
with existing energy efficient approaches
The advantages of the proposed power consumption
approaches’ with respect to the existing approaches are
presented in Fig. 12.
Existing approaches’
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1.
2.
3.

Energy consumption characterization of IEEE
802.11n/ac access points (Demir et al. 2015).
Energy-aware access point management.
On-demand WiFi wake-up using WLAN signal (Yomo
et al. 2012).
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Fig. 11 Energy consumed by
WLAN vs. time interval

4 The complexity of the proposed algorithm
4.1 Time and space complexity of deployment
of APs
The main idea behind deployment of APs is to find those
APs which have similar property and they are grouped in a
cluster. Each AP sends the beacon message after a regular
time interval of 100 milliseconds. Each APi registers the
number and signal strength of the message accepted from
all APs. cði;jÞ denotes the median number of beacon messages that are sent between APi to every other APj (per
second) and let, dði;jÞ denotes the median signal strength of
the beacon messages. Two APs i and j will be close if they
satisfy the following condition: cði;jÞ  PREthreshold and
and
dði;jÞ  Sigthreshold
and
cðj;iÞ  PREthreshold
dði;jÞ  Sigthreshold where PREthreshold pre-set thresholds and
Sigthreshold means median signal strength respectively. So
AP is same density means same number of message is
passed between AP are closed together. Same density AP is
making a cluster. Total number of AP in a cluster is n. Now
time complexity of same density cluster according to (Birant and Kut 2007) is Oðn2 Þ. Total storage space require in
smart city is n. Space complexity of smart city is O(n) .
4.2 Time and space complexity of demand
estimation
WLAN resources should be made obtainable only when the
users want them. When users are absent, APs, switches,
and controllers should be powered off and when user
demand increases, WLAN resources should be powered on
based on the amount of user and position of user demand.
When no user is present, any AP should not be in power on
mode. All APs are in power off mode. Number of active
AP are 0. When maximum user are present in the smart city

all the APs are in power on state. Number of active AP are
n. Maximum number of AP present in active state in first
iteration is ðn  1Þ, second iteration is ðn  2Þ, third iteration is ðn  3Þ so on. The time complexity is
f ðnÞ ¼ ðn  1Þ þ ðn  2Þ þ ðn  3Þ þ       þ 2 þ 1
¼ n  ðn  1Þ=2
¼ 1=2  n2
¼ Oðn2 Þ
Minimum storage requires is O(1). Maximum storage
space requires n AP in O(n) . So space complexity is O(n) .
4.3 Time and space complexity of smart scheduling
Total number of AP in smart city is n. As proposed in the
algorithm E1 ¼ PT ½P  T1  þ PR T2 þ PW Ta1;awk  Pw Ta1;id
where PT , PR , Pw as the power consumption in transmit,
receive, awake mode respectively. T1 T2 Ta1;awk Ta1;sl is AP
transmit time ,AP receiving time, AP awake time and AP
sleep time. Our main motivation is to reduce the power
consumption in smart city. For that we transform transmit,
receive, awake mode AP to sleep mode when there is no
user. Suppose smart city has no user. All the APs are
transformed to sleep mode. So first iteration number of
compare required is ðn  1Þ. In second stage ðn  2Þ APs
are to transform to sleep mode. So number of compares
required is ðn  2Þ and so on. The time complexity is
f ðnÞ ¼ ðn  1Þ þ ðn  2Þ þ ðn  3Þ þ       þ 2 þ 1
¼ n  ðn  1Þ=2
¼ 1=2  n2
¼ Oðn2 Þ
Total number of storage space require in n AP in smart city
is n. Space complexity is O(n) .
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Fig. 12 Comparison of
proposed energy efficient
method with existing energy
efficient approaches

5 Discussion
Research has been done on consumption of electricity and
it is noticed that the usage of Internet related equipments
such as mobile phones, laptops, computers etc. in our daily
life have increased which consumes more energy. Thus, it
is necessary to take strict steps as soon as possible in order
to cut down energy consumption. In order to save major
quantity of power; WLANs must be designed in a way
where the main concentration will be on saving energy.
WLAN is an essential element for providing flexible
Internet connectivity in college campuses, corporate offices
and municipal down towns. Hundreds or thousands of APs
are deployed inside the school, college, office buildings or
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around their campuses. If the various wireless network
which provide different usage features save different volumes of energy, then a large amount of power savings can
be done worldwide. A lot of work has been suggested
regarding smart city but our main focus in this paper is to
make the city green as well as without using GPS locate the
node location. The smart city will not only integrate smart
building modes, smart planning ideas, smart development
approaches and smart executive methods but there will be
some intelligence built into it so that the features provided
by the smart city are much more improvised and better.
Thus, in this paper the target for making the smart city
much smarter is achieved through power consumption .
Here the main aim is to consume power or to save energy

Microsyst Technol

in the smart city scenario which includes smart home,
smart hospital, smart transportation, smart public services
and many more. For building this smart city a common
architecture is proposed which incorporates router, firewall,
switch, WLAN controller, access point, nodes like mobile
devices, laptops, computers, sensors etc. In the past a few
work has been proposed regarding the smart city where a
brief overview of the city has been provided. But here a
framework is planned where each component of an intelligent city is made smart by using WLAN controller and
APs to make it energy efficient. Therefore the smart city
implement power consumption strategies, the cumulative
savings will be huge. It must be kept in mind that while
concentrating on making the smart city energy efficient;
there must not be degradation in performance of the user.

6 Future research works
The future scope of this work are:
•

•
•

•

•

Security is very important for smart cities. The security
of smart city should be built in such a manner that
prompt action should be taken if any elements of
wireless infrastructure are not used properly. People
should be blocked if misuse the Internet connectivity.
Privacy of the citizens should also be taken care off.
Enhanced hardware based power stand by modes can
be used to save more energy.
Mature control algorithms should be developed to make
smarter decisions regarding when the AP should go to
sleep mode precisely identifying the result on user
performance.
Methods should be built where the clients can inform the
WLAN about when they need resources, for how much
time they need those resources and how many so that the
client can directly participate in conserving energy.
When the demand for the resources is low from the
client additional energy conservation can be achieved if
the WLAN controller and switches can also be sending
to sleep mode.

7 Conclusion
Peoples everyday life is changing significantly, with the
expansion and growth of the Internet of Things. A lot of
population is using the Internet in their daily life to keep
themselves upgraded. As a result it has become a necessity
to develop a smart city. The smart city will comprise of
large-scale centrally controlled WLAN. Thus the WLANs
must be built in such a way that it should have energy
conservation as a built-in feature while meeting its original

design requirements. However, the amount of energy savings and the approach to save power can appreciably
fluctuate based on the number of customers, the WLANs
deployment characteristics, and their handling characteristics. WLAN networks are expanding day-by-day. The
most essential significance of this paper is to propose a
method which will deal with the problem of the power
wastage in WLANs which is a severe mater today. This
paper makes has made an effort at designing strategies to
cut down power dissipation in WLAN. Future research
scope in this domain is also discussed in this paper.
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